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Abstract 

A distinction between machine learning and automated knowledge acquisition lies in the utility of 
the rules for explanation, and the importance placed on criteria of comprehensibility, efficiency 
and performance. In this study, we apply three machine learning methods to data from three 
domains: _LED digital display, engine diagnosis and head injury recovery times. We report 
comparattve results of the performance in constructing classifier systems. A qualitative 
assessment of their utility for automating knowledge acquisition in constructing diagnostic 
knowledge-based systems is offered. This paper expands on the results presented in Sestito and 
Goss {22]. 
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1. Introduction 
It has long been recognised that the knowledge 
acquisition bottleneck is a major impediment in the 
construction of knowledge based systems [7]. Experts 
are often not accessible even when identifiable; some of 
the knowledge possessed by experts is not readily 
accessible to introspection and verbalisation [1,11,13]. 
Johnston [10] argues that as the level of expertise 
increases, the ability to articulate the knowledge 
decreases. Machine learning offers automated methods 
which may alleviate the knowledge acquisition 
bottleneck. The central goal of machine learning 
according to Wogulis and Langley [24] is to devise 
mechanisms that transform knowledge from inefficient 
forms into efficient forms. 

Machine learning methods rely on past experience 
which usually comes in the form of examples of 
situations. Examples can be regarded as points in a n-
dimensional space that is defmed a priori and for which 
all the legal values of the features are known [3]. In the 
supervised learning case, descriptions are induced or 
learnt from a set of positive and negative instances of 
some target concept [3]. Concepts are a subset of points 
in the n-dimensional space. A description of the feature 
space and a set of correctly classified examples of the 
concepts are presented to a program which produces a 
description of the concept using feature space attributes 
to construct classifier rules. 
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The left hand side (or antecedent) of a rule consists of a 
conjunction of one or more tests involving the input 
attributes and their appropriate values. The right hand 
side (or consequent) of the rule is the concept (or 
classification) assigned. If the rules correctly classify 
the elements of the feature space, then this set will 
represent the learned concept. 

However not all rules are equal, either in structure or 
content. The explanation capacity afforded by rule 
based expert systems lies in an ability to trace a path of 
inference through a rule base. In general the rules 
resulting from machine learning are flat in structure, 
without intermediate concepts. 

We draw a distinction between machine learning and 
automated knowledge acquisition in the degree of 
involvement by experts, and the importance placed on 
criteria of comprehensibility, efficiency and 
performance. Some of the issues relating to the quality 
of the rules, such as the tradeoff ·between human 
understandability and computer efficient rules, are 
discussed in this paper. 

Towell and Shavlik [23] offer measures of the 
comprehensibility or understandability of rules 
extracted by machine learning methods. They consider 
the statistics describing the whole set of rules and 
determining whether individual rules are meaningful. 
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Their definition of comprehensibility of a set of rules 
takes into consideration: 

• 
• 

the number of extracted rules, 
the total number of antecedents in those rules, 
and 

• the number of antecedents per rule. 

According to Towell and Shavlik, these numeric 
metrics can be used as indicators of the 
"comprehensibility" of the rules. 

We feel that this definition of comprehensibility is not 
an appropriate measure of comprehensibility; it is a 
reflection of the statistical measurements of the rule set. 
We argue that the antecedent of a rule, for example, 
may need to be longer in order to be more 
understandable and acceptable to a human observer as 
an explanation. 

We have applied three machine learning methods to the 
LED, engine diagnosis and head injury recovery times 
data. We report comparative results of the performance 
in constructing rules for classification purposes. A 
qualitative assessment of their utility for automating 
part of the knowledge acquisition process in 
constructing diagnostic knowledge based systems is 
offered. 

2. Overview of rule extraction 
methods 
In this section we briefly describe the three methods 
that we use for rule extraction. These methods are 
C4.5, OC1 and BRAINNE. 

2.1 C4.5 

C4.5 [15,16,17] is the benchmark learning algorithm 
against which new algorithms are measured [9]. C4.5 
develops decision trees using a divide-and-conquer 
strategy to sub-divide the example data. An example of 
a decision tree is given in Figure 1. In this case, the 
decisions are binary splits on a normalized input 
attribute value. Each possible decision is represented 
by a branch of the tree. If-then rules can be obtained by 
tracing a path from the root to a leaf of the decision 
tree. A set of rules derived from the decision tree in 
Figure 1 is listed in Figure 2. C4.5 does further post-
processing on the rules to remove redundant attributes 
[15]. Both discrete and continuously valued data. can be 
dealt with [15]. 

2.2 OC1 

C4.5 selects a single attribute on which to construct a 
node or junction in building a decision tree which can 
lead to large, bushy and lopsided trees. OC1 (Oblique 
Classifier 1) [14] is a variant ofC4.5 aimed at reducing 
the decision tree size by selecting several attributes on 
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DECISION TREE 

Compressor-exit-temperature 

Exhaust-gas-temperature Compressor-exit-temperature 

/\ 
etc etc 

Low-pressure-spool-area etc 

CVG41 Low-pressure-spool-area 

A 
<=0.632 >0.623 

A8H16 ECU30 

Figure 1: A sample decision tree generated by C4.5 

(Compressor-exit-temperature<= 0.558) AND 
(Exhaust-gas-temperature<=0.636) AND 
(Low-pressure-spool-area<=0.0505) 
==> CVG41 

(Compressor-exit-temperature<= 0.558) AND 
(Exhaust-gas-temperature<=0.636) AND 
(Low-pressure-spool-area>0.0505) AND 
(Low-pressure-spool-area<=0.632) 
=>A8H16 

(Compressor-exit-temperature<= 0.558) AND 
(Exhaust -gas-temperature<=0.636) AND 
(Low-pressure-spool-area>0.0505) AND 
(Low-pressure-spool-area>0.632) 
==> ECU30 

Figure 2: Some rules derived from the decision tree 
produced by C4.5 in Figure 1. 

which to branch on at <my one point. These multi-
variate trees classify examples by testing linear 
combinations of the input attributes at each non-leaf 

' ' 
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node of the tree. While C4.5 performs a rectilinear axis 
search of the feature space, OCl search is equivalent to 
a hyperplane search at an oblique orientation to the 
axes of the feature space. From this point of view OC 1 
is similar to the searching technique used by neural 
networks in the training phase. For the initial 
placement of a partition hyperpLwe in feature space and 
to escape local minima in the search for a good tree, 
OCI uses a combination of: 
• deterministic hill-climbing and 
• randomisation procedures. 

The output is a set of equations with an indication of 
where they fit in a decision tree; see Figure 3. For 
instance, the third equation is labelled as 11 
Hyperplane; this indicates that this equation is left 
and then left again 9f-the root. As for C4.5 this output 
can be translated into a set of rules by tracing the paths 
from the root of the tree to the leaves; see Figure 4. 

Root Hyperplane: 
(#points= 500, InitErr =125.000, Err= 
1000.000, Lcat = 5, Rcat =0) 

-132.894 x[l] + -57.295 x[2] + 65.380 
x[3] + -4.794 x[4] + 43.362 x[5] + 
-11.219 x[6] + 34.953 x[7] + 60.109 = 0 

I Hyperplane: 
(#points = 250, InitErr = 500.000, Err = 
125.000, Lcat = 5, Rcat = 7) 

1.000 x[3] + -0.500 = 0 

11 Hyperplane: 
(#points= 100, lnitErr = 25.000, Err= 0.000, 
Lcat = 5, Rcat = 6) 

1.000 x[5] + -0.500 = 0 

lr Hyperplane: 
(#points= 150, InitErr = 100.000, Err= 25.000, 
Lcat = 7, Rcat = 8) 

1.000 x[2] + -0.500 = 0 

Figure 3: Sample output generated by OCL 

2.3 BRAINNE 

BRAINNE (Building Representations for Artificial 
Intelligence using Neural NEtworks) is a machine 
learning method which uses both a multi-layered and a 
single layered neural network to learn the example data 
[18,19,20]; see Figure 5. These are post processed and 
combined to construct if-then rules. BRAINNE is able 
to deal with both discrete and continuously valued 
attributes: a further extension also deals with 
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unsupervised data [4]. BRAINNE uses the data values 
m construct the intervals for the continuous attributes 
and a small threshold can be used to enhance its 
generalisation capability [18]. 

(-132.894 x[1] + -57.295 x[2] + 65.380 x[3] + 
-4.794 x[4] + 43.362 x[5] + -11.219 x[6] + 
34.953 x[7] + 60.109 < 0) AND 

(1.000 x[3] + -0.500 < 0) AND 
(1.000 x[5] + -0.500 < 0) 

==>5 

(-132.894 x[1] + -57.295 x[2] + 65.380 x[3] + 
-4.794 x[4] + 43.362 x[5] + -11.219 x[6] + 
34.953 x[7] + 60.109 < 0) AND 

(LOOO x[3] + -0.500 < 0) AND 
(1.000 x[5] + -0.500 > 0) 

==>6 

(-132.894 x[l] + -57.295 x[2] + 65.380 x[3] + 
-4.794 x[4] + 43.362 x[5] + -11.219 x[6] + 

34.953 x[7] + 60.109 < 0) AND 
(1.000 x[3] + -0.500 > 0) 
(1.000 x[2] + -0.500 < 0) 
==>7 

Figure 4: Some rules derived by the decision tree 
produced by OC 1 from the output in Figure 3. 

BRAINNE 
Building Representations for AI using Neural NEtworks 

:z: 
0~· 
~~· 

LEGEND 0 Inputs ~ Hidden • Outputs 

Figure 5: The structure of BRAINNE, a machine 
learning method using neural networks. 
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3. Data Domains 
One artificial (LED) and two real world data (engine 
diagnosis and head injury recovery time) domains were 
studied. Quantitative results are presented for each 
domain. 

3.1 LED domain 

The LED decimal digit display data consist of 500 
examples of noise-free data.. Each example is defined 
by 7 attributes (the LED segments) which are either on 
or off and a corresponding output (a digit in the range 
0-9); see Figure 6. The examples are equally 
distributed across the output classes. This domain was 
used for the simplicity and comprehensibility of the 
feature space. 

up-centre 

up-left up-right 

mid-centre 

down-left down-right 

down-centre 

Figure 6: A LED decimal digit display. 

3.2 Engine fault diagnosis data 

The engine diagnosis data comprise consecutive 
readings of steady-state data for an aircraft engine in 
which faults had been induced. The data we obtained 
had been pre-processed by applying mean and medium 
filters [5,6]. The domain contains both sub-faults and 
generic faults, providing a rudimentary test of 
hierarchical concept formation. 

Initially, this data set was modelled using a feed-
forward Back-propagation neural network by Eustace et 
al. [5,6]. They were able to construct a neural network 
which converged for the sub-fault data. However, they 
were unable to construct a neural network for the 
generic faults; their solution to this was to construct a 
separate neural network for each generic fault. The 
inability of the model to explain the chain of reasoning 
was considered to be a major drawback. Machine 
learning methods were used to produce rules. 

The data set contained 3737 examples. There are eight 
real-valued input attributes and one binary output 
attribute associated with each example. There are 
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seven generic faults (outputs), including a no fault 
diagnosis, and sixteen sub-faults. The testing 
considered sub-faults and generic faults, giving 16 and 
7 output classes, respectively. The input attributes and 
the sub and generic faults are listed in Table I and 11, 
respectively. 

No. Input attributes 

0 low-pressure-spool-speed 

1 high-pressure-spool-speed 

2 compressor -exit -pressure 

3 compressor -exit -temperature 

4 engine-pressure-ratio 

5 exhaust-gas-temperature 

6 fuel-flow 

7 exhaust-nozzle-area 

Table I : The input attributes for the engine diagnosis 
data. 

No. Generic fault No. Sub-faults 

0 no-fault 0 nfe 

1 compressor- 1-3 cvg14,cvg28, 
variable- cvg41 geometry-fault 

2 fuel-specific- 4-5 sgf55,sgf86 
gravity-fault 

3 fan-variable- 6-8 fvg51,fvg65, 
geometry-fault fvg83 

4 compressor- 9-10 cbgl4,cbg83 
bleed-fault 

5 exhaust-nozzle- 11-13 a8h16,a8h45 
fault 

6 electrical- 14-16 ecu30,ecu43ecu60 
control-unit-
fault 

Table ll: The generic and sub-fault outputs for the 
engine diagnosis data. 

3.3 Head injury recovery time 

The patient head injury recovery times data contains 
537 examples. This data was given to us by a 
neurophysiologist who wished to understand, in 
empiricial terms, the reasons behind her decisions. 
Previously, a neural network based predictor system 
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was constructed from this clinical data set [12]. The 
neural network was able to model the data set, but the 
perfonnance did not convince the domain expert who 
wanted to understand the decision mechanism of the 
classifier system. We attempted to use machine 
learning to help this domain expert understand the 
decision mechanisms. 

There are 44 input variables in this data set, that vary 
between categorical, binary and vectors with multiple 
real valued inputs. Some of the inputs are the patient's 
age, work level, education, and perfonnance in several 
cognitive t:1Sk tests. The output variable was post-
trauma work level, coded as one of 14 output classes. 
These input and output attributes are listed in Tables Ill 
and IV, respectively. 

Input Attrs Type Name 
Numbers 

0 categorical education 

1-9 categorical pre-injury level (pre-inl, 
pre-in2, pre-in3, pre-in4, 
pre-in5, pre-in6, pre-in7, 
pre-in8, pre-in11) 

10-12 nominal . disability ( dis, dis 1.1, 
didl.2) 

13 nominal post trawnatic amnesia 
(pt:'l) 

14 real age (years) 

15 real time since injury 
(months) 

16-18 real W AIS-R (voc, bde, dsy) 

19-26 real WMS (winf, worr, wmc, 
wlm, wdt, wor, wal, 
wmq) 

27-33 real RAVLT (rt1, rt2, rt3, 
rt4, rt5, recall, recog) 

34-43 real MAZE (mt1, mt2, mt3, 
mt4, mt5, mt6, mt7, mt8, 
mt9, mt10) 

Table Ill : The input attributes for the head injury 
recovery time data. 

4. Results 
In this section, the results from each method are 
presented for each data domain. 
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4.1 LED domain 

Each method produces a unique classifier rule for each 
output class. In each case, ten unique rules were 
produced. To illustrate some of the differences, 
consider the rule produced by C4.5 for the LED 
decimal digit seven (7), as listed in Figure 7. This rule 
states that the input attribute of up_ centre must be on 
and the input attributes of mid_ centre, down _left and 
down_ centre must be off in order to correctly classify a 
seven (shown in Figure 8). The rule is correct and 
unique as it covers all positive examples and no 
negative examples. 

No. Attribute 

0 unskilled_ manual 

1 blue_collar_skill 

2 white_collar_own_business 
3 professional 
4 housewife-active-retirement 

5 ooemployed 

6 dependant-cannot -care-for -self 

7 student 

8 sheltered_ workshop 

9 voluntary_ work 

10 in valid_pensioner 

11 outpatient_ rehabilitation 

12 inpatient-rehabilitation 

13 special-school-remedial 

Table IV: The output attributes of patient head injury 
recovery times. 

C4.5 (up_centre=y) AND 
(mid_centre = n) AND 
(down_left=n) AND 
(down centre = n) 

OCl ( -132.90 * up_centre + -57.29 • up_left+ 
65.38 * up_right + -4.79 *mid_ centre+ 
43.36" down_left + -11.22 * down_right + 
34.95" down_ centre+ 60.11 < 0) AND 

(1.00 * up_right) + -0.50> 0) AND 
(1.00 * up-left+ -0.50 < 0) 

BRAIN NE (up_centre=y) AND 
(up_right =y) AND 
(down_right = y) AND 
(down centre= n) 

Figure 7: Results from the three machine learning 
methods for LED decimal digit seven (7). 

I 
' 

' 
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C4.5 BRAINNE 

c 
LEGEND: -oN 

--OFF 
- - - don't care 

Figure 8: A diagrammatic representation of the outputs 
from C4.5 and BRAINNE for LED output seven (7). 

The attribute features chosen by C4.5 are not intuitive. 
Those chosen by OC1 are even more oblique. Similar 
to C4.5 rules, the first clause in the OC1 rule arises 
from the root of the decision tree. Where C4.5 
partitions the feature space initially on up_centre, OC1 
uses a complicated weighing of all attributes as the 
initial sub-division of the examples. The overall depth 
of the decision tree is 3 as opposed to 5 for C4.5. C4.5 
rules are easier to read and faster to construct and use. 

The BRAINNE rule states that the input attributes of 
up_ centre, up_ right and down _right must be on and 
the input attributes of down_centre be off (as shown in 
Figure 8). The three input attributes required to be on 
are those a human observer would use to define a 7. 
The one off attribute ensures that the resulting rule is 
unique. This rule is more understandable from a 
human observer's point of view. 

The time taken to generate all of the C4.5 rules is fast 
compared to the time taken to generate the BRAINNE 
rules. A comparison of the rules from C4.5 and 
BRAINNE for each digit is pictorially shown in Figure 
9. As seen in this figure, in general, the C4.5 rules are 
shorter and thus more efficient, while the BRAINNE 
rules are generally longer, but more intuitive. 

In summary for this LED domain: 

• C4.5 produces short efficient rules, which are 
not intuitive, 

• OC1 produces a smaller (ie shorter) decision 
tree, but the resulting rules are 
incomprehensible and 

• BRAINNE produces longer rules than C4.5 and 
they seem to be more intuitive. 
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ZERO ONE 

DB CR 
TWO THREE 

FOUR FIVE 

CB LJB 
SIX SEVEN 

HE3 -g ' ' ' 

C 
~--

' 

EIGHT NINE 

HB LJB 
LEGEND: -oN 

--OFF 
- - - don't care 

Figure 9: A pictorial comparison between the rules 
produced by C4.5 and BRAINNE for the LED data, 

respectively. 

4.2 Engine data 

This data set is hierarchical, with seven generic faults 
and sixteen sub-faults. (Some results from this data set 
has previously been published in [21].) The three 
methods were tested on both types of faults. Ten sets 
comprising a randomly selected seventy percent of the 
3737 examples (a total of2618) of the sixteen sub-fault 
data sets were used to test the methods. All three 
methods produced rules which covered all of the 2618 
examples in the training sets. The percentage of the 
examples not covered or incorrectly classified in the 
unseen test set (of 1119) are presented in Table V. 

C4.5 outperforms both OC1 and BRAINNE on the 
unseen exrunples in the test set of 1119 examples. 
Except for the anomaly for the OC1 method, no method 
has more than 0.04% error. The anomaly is explicable 
as an occasion in which the random search has become 
stuck in a local minimum. Like Back-propagation, 
OC 1 uses a type of gradient descent. 
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Set#. C4.5 OCI BRAINNE(lO%) 
0 0.003 0.007 0.033 
I 0.001 0.008 0.020 
2 0.003 0.006 0.023 
3 0.009 0.006 0.026 
4 0.002 0.235(?) 0.017 
5 0.010 0.006 0.029 
6 0.002 0.005 0.030 
7 0.003 0.003 0.020 
8 0.001 0.003 0.014 
9 0.007 0.012 0.023 

Table V: The percentage of incorrectly classified 
exrunples resulting from the three methods on the ten 
randomly selected test sets (of the 16 sub-fault data 
sets). 

The type of rule constructed by C4.5 only bounds a 
continuously valued attribute at one end. BRAINNE, 
on the other hand, constructs a specific interval for a 
continuously valued attribute; ie bounds on both ends. 
This differing type will affect the "broadness" of the 
generalisation "capacity" of the constructed rules in 
classifying unseen exrunples. 

C4.5 produced 16 rules; one for each sub-fault. One 
such rules is given in Figure 10. The bounds 
constructed by C4.5 are not part of the exrunple data; 
instead, they are midpoints between two consecutive 
attribute values [15]. 

(low _pressure_spool_area > 0.05) AND 
(low _pressure_spool_area <= 0.63) AND 
( compressor_exit_temperature<=0.56) AND 
(exhaust_gas_temperature <= 0.64) 
--> class a8h16 [98.2%] 

Figure 10: A rule produced by C4.5 for the 16 sub-
faults of the engine data. 

A total of 51 rules was generated from OCl for the 16 
sub-faults. The rules do not misclassify exrunples of 
other faults; however, they are again messy. The rule 
in Figure 11 considers all the input attributes in the 
first four equations (clauses) and only a single attribute 
in the fifth clause. 

BRAINNE also produced 16 rules, one for each sub-
fault. These rules correctly classify each of the faults 
with no overlap (as given in Figure 12). The 
BRAINNE rules are quite different from · those 
produced by C4.5 in the following two ways: 

• Each continuously valued input attribute in the 
antecedent of the rule is restricted at both ends; 
that is, both a maximum and minimum value is 
determined for each input attribute. 
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• The values of the ranges are part of the example 
data set; that is, these values are in the example 
data set. 

BRAINNE, unlike C4.5, has upper and lower bounds 
on attributes in rule antecedents. We argue that the 
rules are more specified generalisations of the data set 
feature space. The bounds are actual data values from 
the training set. It has been found effective to broaden 
the coverage of the rules by adding a small percentage 
threshold [18]. 

( -137.48 * low-pressure-spool-area + 56.84 * high-
pressure-spool-area+ -30.52 *compressor-exit-
pressure +-163.30 *compressor-exit-temperature 
+ -87.02 *engine-pressure-ratio+ 197.60 * 
exhaust-gas-temperature+ -143.01 *fuel-flow+ 
142.36 *exhaust-nozzle-area+ 75.61 < 0) AND 

( -136.36 * low-pressure-spool-area+ -105.69 * 
high-pressure-spool-area+ 76.84 *compressor-
exit-pressure+ -39.98 *compressor-exit-temper-
ature+ 28.77 *engine-pressure-ratio+ 102.33 * 
exhaust-gas-temperature+ -22.81 *fuel-flow+ 
-31.13 * exhaust-nozzle-area+ 72.65 < 0) AND 

( -363.55 * low-pressure-spool-area+ 68.89 *high-
pressure-spool-area+ 143.52 *compressor-exit-
pressure+ 249.52 *compressor-exit-temperature+ 
-92.18 *engine-pressure-ratio+ -67.20 *exhaust-
gas-temperature+ 104.80 * fuel-flow+ 105.00 * 
exhaust-nozzle-area+ -198.02 < 0) AND 

( 68.12 * low-pressure-spool-area+ -85.01 *high-
pressure-spool-area+ -955.73 *compressor-exit-
pressure+ 1277.23 * compressor-exit-temperature 
+ -81.53 *engine-pressure-ratio+ -63.20 * 
exhaust-gas-temperature+ 64.85 * fuel-flow + 
33.38 * exhaust-nozzle-area+ -32.43 < 0) AND 

(1.00 * low-pressure-spool-area+ -0.60 < 0) 

==> 13; 

Figure 11: One rule from the post-processed output 
from OC1 for the 16 sub-faults. 

(0.65<=high_pressure_spool_area<=0.79) AND 
(0.82<=compressor_exit_pressure<=0.86) AND 
(0.70 <=engine_pressure_ratio<=0.87) AND 
(0.59 <=exhaust_gas_temperature<=0.61) AND 
(0.78<=fuel_flow<= 0.84) AND 
(0.67<=exhaust_nozzle_area<=0.89) AND 
(0.53<=compressor_exit_temp<=0.54) 
==> a8h16 (exhaust nozzle fault) 

Figure 12: One of the rules produced for 16 sub-faults 
byBRAINNE. 
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For the generic faults, C4.5 produced a total of 21 rules 
which correctly classify all of the example data with 
negligible error. OCl produced a total of 51 rules 
which are not all unique, in that they also apply to 
examples of other faults. BRAINNE also was unable to 
produce a unique set of rules. 

However, the following interesting aspect was noticed. 
The intervals generated by BRAINNE for the input 
attributes for the "correct" generic faults are actually a 
combination of the intervals for the corresponding input 
attributes in the appropriate sub-faults rules. Consider 
the following example: 

• Subfault 1 (a8hl6) of exhaust nozzle as 
(0.65<=high _yressure _spool_ area<=O. 79) 

• Subfault 2 (a8h45) of exhaust nozzle has 
(0.61<=high _yressure _spool_ area<=0.75) 

• The generic fault for exhaust nozzle fault is 
actually a combination of both ranges. i.e.: 
(0.61 <=high _yressure _spool_ area<=O. 79) 
==> a:exhaust nozzle fault 

Domain experts were reassured of the credence of the 
rules produced by machine learning when able to see a 
correlation between the values associated with the 
generic fault and its sub-faults. No similar correlation 
is apparent for the non-unique BRAINNE rules for the 
relationship of attribute bounds for the sub-faults to the 
corresponding generic fault rules. 

The rules generated by C4.5 and BRAINNE are correct 
in the sense that they uniquely and correctly classify all 
the appropriate examples. While the attributes and 
ranges selected by BRAINNE for the 2 sub-faults are 
combined in the rule for the generic rule, the attributes 
and ranges determined by C4.5 are not obviously 
related. In fact, different attributes are used in the rules 
for the sub and generic faults. Also, the number of 
rules generated by C4.5 for some of the generic rules 
are not intuitive. For instance, for fuel-specific-gravity 
faults, C4.5 generates 3 rules for the generic fault while 
in fact there are 2 sub-faults. Another case gives a total 
of 7 rules for the generic fault of electrical-control-unit, 
while there are 3 actual sub-faults. However, the rules 
produced by C4.5 for the generic faults do cover all of 
the examples. 

4.3 Head Injury domain 

Other workers [6] have reported the construction of a 
neural network based predictor system from this 
clinical data. A neural network was able to model the 
data. However, the domain expert wanted to 
understand the decision mechanism. In this study each 
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of the three methods produced results which were 
unacceptable in some regard. 

A complicated decision tree with 289 nodes was 
produced by C4.5 for the original 537 examples. After 
pruning, 239 nodes remained. Converting these into 
rules resulted in a total of 142 rules. Further pruning 
resulted in a total of 18 rules; see Figure 13 for an 
example. These rules, however, were not good 
classifiers because, even though they covered the 537 
examples, 224 of these were incorrectly covered. This 
represents an error rate of 41.7%. 

(pt:a > 0.400) AND 
(months <= 0.008) AND 
(wlm <= 0.678) AND 
==> class inpatient-rehab 

Figure 13: One of the rules produced by C4.5 for the 
head recovery time data. 

BRAINNE produced a total of 230 rules covering the 
537 examples; see Figure 14 for an example. Unlike 
C4.5, these rules correctly classified the example data. 
However, 100 of the rules produced by BRAINNE only 
covered 1 example. The rules produced were too 
specific. As such, these rules are also not satisfactory 
for classifying this data set and, in particular, would 
not be able to generalise to new examples. 

(5.00 <=education <=7.00) AND 
(pre_in1 == 1) AND 
( dis==1) AND 
(l.l<=pta<=5.00) AND 
(ll<=bde<=15) AND 
(7.00<=dsy<=10.00) AND 
(20<=winf<=60) AND 
(50<=worr<=60) AND 
(38<=wmc<=61) AND 
(40<=wvr<=65) AND 
(42<=wal<=68) AND 
(96<=wmq<=126) AND 
(7<=rt2<=10) AND 
(9<=rt3<=13) AND 
(10<=rt4<=13) AND 
(8<=rt5<=15) AND 
(8<=recall<=14) AND 
(12<=recog<=15) AND 
(pre_inl==O) 
==> unskilled manual 

Figure 14: A rule produced by BRAINNE for the head 
recovery time data. 

A total of 147 rules were produced by OCl. As for 
BRAINNE, these rules are too specific to be of any 
practical use. These rules are also complex and hard 
to understand. For instance, the first rule produced 
after post-processing the tree contains seven clauses 
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with the first six clauses considering a linear 
combination of all 44 input attributes. 

One possible solution to the specificity problem is to 
pre-process the data with higher level concepts. 
Grouping individual input attributes into a single 
attribute may enable tlle machine learning methods to 
construct rules which cover more than a few examples. 
The outputs may also be pre-processed. However, to do 
either of these effectively, the domain expert needs to 
be consulted. 

Besides the two issues mentioned above, ie non-unique 
rules and too specific rules, another issue was high-
lighted by the domain expert; the attribute believed to 
be most discriminatory was not used. The expert had 
little faith in the predictive power of the rules on new 
data, due to this missing attribute. 

5. Discussion 
We have examined classifier systems which, while 
performing at similar levels, partition the feature space 
differently. It seems that the rules produced by C4.5 
represent the example data along un-coupled axes, 
while BRAINNE's represent a concise region in the 
feature space. These representation issues affect the 
generalisation capability of the generated rules. 

The problem lies with the data or more specifically, the 
treatment of the data. Collier and Waugh [2] have 
examined the performance of C4.5 and neural based 
methods on artificial data sets. These sets were 
constructed to be either suited to a serial (single 
attribute at a time) or parallel {all attributes considered 
together) considerations in the construction of classifier 
systems. They confirm that C4.5 (serial) methods are 
insensitive to additional irrelevant attributes in the data 
set. However, increasing the amount of irrelevant 
attributes degrades multi attributes (parallel) methods. 
The poor performance of all methods in the Head Injury 
data set suggests insufficient relevant attributes or a 
lack of sufficient data. 

Most machine learning methods can model the data. 
Algorithmic refmement is a side issue, even though 
extending algorithms to deal with unsupervised data [4] 
is import.wt for real world applications. In the two 
diagnostic domains, however, the amount and 
presentation of the data are, most probably, the more 
important issues. The representation issue is a serious 
one in the deployment of expert systems incorporating 
rules based on historical data rather than an expert's 
conception of the application domain. 

The rules generated from machine learning techniques 
are simple in construct. They are generated in order to 
classify correctly the positive examples of a particular 
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output in a training set. With rare exception (SAMUEL 
tor instance [8]), these techniques are totally automated. 
There is no expert input into the structure or content of 
the rules. The aim in generating rules is to develop a 
set of classification procedures for functional use in 
deciding category membership. The rules are self 
sufficient and do not incorporate any prior ·beliefs or 
restrictions on the manner or structure in which they 
should be constructed. The semantic content of any and 
all of the rules is essentially "the output pattern was 
chosen because the data matched the input pattern". 

Several machine learning methods produce flat rules 
which only contain the initial, primitive attributes 
relating the inputs to outputs without any intermediate 
concepts. This is riot adequate, especially in a large 
system with many complex rules. A few methods do 
some post-processing on the rules to extract higher-
level concepts [19]. This post-processing involves 
looking for a common set of attributes in the rules and 
replacing the set of common attributes with the 
corresponding outputs. The resulting rules, displayed 
as a hierarchy, are much easier to m1derstand. Even 
fewer methods detect higher level rules or concepts at 
the initial stage of rule extraction [18]. 

In this study, we have shown that some machine 
learning algorithms do model the data; that is, they 
correctly classify the example data. However, the 
usefulness of the outputs from these algorithms is 
questionable. The rules produced are not adequate as 
explanations. They would not be suitable for use in a 
real world situation. The issues of deployment are 
wider than the performance on test data and include the 
trust of the people using these results. 
Understandability of rules is important for the 
acceptance of the results from machine learning 
methods in expert systems. Current work in our 
laboratory aims to improve the explicative power of 
rules obtained from machine learning by pre-processing 
the data to reflect higher level concepts from expert 
knowledge structures. 

6. Conclusion 
Machine learning methods work fme as classifiers of 
data with the same characteristics of the training ·set, 
but the rules used are not adequate as explanations. 
There is a gap between the performance of machine 
learning and the requirements of automated knowledge 
acquisition. Improved explanation, in addition to 
classifier performance, is required. 
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